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This is a lightweight plug-in that is designed to automate many tasks related to page management and content editing. AutoPagex is an advanced plug-in for Adobe Acrobat and Adobe Acrobat Professional software. It is designed to automate many tasks related to page management and content editing. The software provides functionality to move pages within a document, divide pages into multiple ones, duplicate
pages, change page size, insert and delete blank pages, repeat page content into number of rows and columns, flatten form fields, and reverse page order in the document. AutoPagex plug-in offers special features for manipulating of page content such as fitting to margins, scaling, aligning, shifting and rotating. All page content such as text, images, graphics, annotations can be easily manipulated using these

powerful tools. Detailed page statistics such as word, page and annotation counts can be computed for one or more PDF documents at once. The plug-in comes with an intuitive user interface so that it can be easily operated by beginners and experts alike. AutoPagex plug-in exposes many useful commands that can be used in Acrobat's batch sequences to enhance a document processing workflow. AutoPagex Plug-
in for Adobe Acrobat DeepDock is an application for easily creating virtual docking applications for programs with a dockable icon on the taskbar, such as Microsoft Windows, Mozilla Firefox, Chrome and many more. It provides a drag and drop interface, system wide hotkey bindings, notification of actions, autosizes, images, opacity control and an optional autosplitter mode. DeepDock comes with 4 different
ready to use themes and 3 different color schemes and allows users to easily customize the behavior of DeepDock with a fully customizable GUI. DeepDock can be dragged around to create a new virtual docking window or be used as a floating dock with multiple monitors. This version of DeepDock allows you to quickly switch between virtual docks by using system hotkeys. DeepDock is a dock replacement for
software that has a dockable icon on the taskbar, such as Microsoft Windows, Mozilla Firefox, Chrome, Apple Safari, and many others. DeepDock is an application for easily creating virtual docking applications for programs with a dockable icon on the taskbar, such as Microsoft Windows, Mozilla Firefox, Chrome and many more. DeepDock is a drag and drop interface for creating virtual docking applications,

for example, to minimize all your open windows to one area
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- Add blank pages at any page in document - Find next / previous page content. - Copy/paste page content into a new file. - New pages division: - Import empty pages from existing PDF. - Duplicate pages as new ones, keep original as hidden. - Sort pages from newest to oldest or latest to earliest. - Save PDF document to plain text, HTML, RTF, or a file. - Export PDF document to plain text, HTML, RTF, or a
file. - Reduce blank pages in a PDF document. - Remove blank pages in a PDF document. - Export pages to PDF. - Fill in PDF pages with a text or number of rows and columns. - Page statistics. - Find page in PDF file. - Find page in PDF file, RTF. - Add bookmarks. - Add bookmarks at specific pages. - Replace text in page. - Delete page from PDF. - Create PDF files from Microsoft Word or RTF files. -

Automatically save PDF files. - Automatically save PDF files. - Update PDF files. - Combine PDF files. - Add annotations to a page in a PDF file. - Delete annotations from a page in a PDF file. - Convert Acrobat reader notes to PDF. - Add a signature to a PDF file. - Convert signature to PDF. - Specify a range of pages to search. - Fill in PDF file with a text or number of rows and columns. - Add bookmark to
specified pages. - Insert PDF page from a file. - Resize PDF file. - Rotate PDF page. - Crop PDF page. - Rotate PDF page. - Flip PDF page. - Cut PDF page. - Paste PDF page. - Edit PDF page. - Print PDF page. - TOC page. - Return to last page of PDF file. - Merge PDF files. - Insert page into another PDF file. - Export PDF page to an image. - PDF to PDF. - PDF to PDF. - PDF/A PDF. - Export PDF file to a

file. - Text and table editor for HTML and RTF files. - Merge PDF files. - Export PDF file to HTML. - Export PDF file to RTF. - Export PDF file to HTML. - 77a5ca646e
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AutoPagex is a plug-in for Adobe Acrobat/PDF documents. It can be used as an Acrobat plug-in to automatically perform various editing operations on page content. It is also available as an Acrobat add-on to facilitate batch page processing. As a plug-in for Adobe Acrobat, AutoPagex can be used to perform document management and page manipulation functions. It is an advanced plug-in with the following
benefits and features: Automation of page and content manipulation functions Features for fast content editing and optimization Advanced PDF document management features Easy integration with Adobe Acrobat Professional Easy navigation of pages in a document Automation of document-related tasks in Adobe Acrobat: Provide functionality to move pages within a document Divide pages into multiple ones
Duplicate pages Change page size Insert and delete blank pages Repeat page content into number of rows and columns Flatten form fields Reverse page order in the document Generate PDF Index Files Many useful functions for manipulating page content such as fitting to margins, scaling, aligning, shifting and rotating Compatible with Acrobat Professional 8 and earlier versions Availability in 32-bit and 64-bit
versions Web page access to AutoPagex settings User-friendly plug-in interface System requirements It is an Adobe Acrobat plug-in and requires Adobe Acrobat to be installed on the computer. Technical features It allows users to perform the following functions: Create new PDF documents Insert or modify page content Move pages within a document Divide pages into multiple ones Duplicate pages Change
page size Insert and delete blank pages Repeat page content into number of rows and columns Flatten form fields Reverse page order in the document Insert page content into another PDF document Distribute page content into a PDF Index file Automerge the pages in a PDF document Control the page generation process Generate PDF Index Files Generate a list of pages in the document Rotate and flip the
pages Fitting to the margins Scrolling Scale and resize page content Align page content Insert a text watermark on a page Find, fix and remove page content Invert page content Insert PDF Index and cross-reference file See also Acrobat Pro PDF Adobe Acrobat Adobe Acrobat Reader Adobe LiveCycle References External links AutoPagex Website Category

What's New in the?

  The AutoPagex plug-in for Adobe Acrobat and Adobe Acrobat Professional software allows users to automate many tasks related to page management and content editing. This powerful solution offers features that can be useful for document preparation in the following fields:   managing and organizing document pages within a PDF file creating multiple pages from one or more single pages dividing a
document into several pages of specified size converting and flattening form fields inserting blank pages inserting pages from another document repeating and concatenating content converting and inserting page orientation removing pages from a document creating page groups searching for page components printing pages and managing page output move pages within a document   AutoPagex plug-in is highly
intuitive to operate. It offers a powerful yet easy to use user interface with many valuable features. AutoPagex can be operated in two modes: stand-alone and Acrobat SDK. The stand-alone version allows the user to quickly modify and create pages on his own and then export them to PDF or print them. AutoPagex includes functions to move, combine, and modify pages as well as manipulate page content such as
text, annotations, graphics, and pictures. The Acrobat SDK version of the plug-in is developed to extend PDF creation and manipulation capabilities to the Adobe Acrobat application. It provides features for page management such as splitting, merging, adding, duplicating, deleting, flipping, flipping back and rotating pages. In addition, AutoPagex plug-in offers special features for manipulating of page content
such as fitting to margins, scaling, aligning, shifting and rotating. All page content such as text, images, graphics, annotations can be easily manipulated using these powerful tools.   AutoPagex plug-in exposes many useful commands that can be used in Acrobat's batch sequences to enhance a document processing workflow.   Using AutoPagex plug-in you can perform the following tasks:   - creating new PDF files
from existing ones - filling PDF forms with data from another application or directly from the user - modifying pages and content of existing PDF documents - splitting and merging pages - duplicating pages - concatenating pages - changing page size, size orientation, color, and contrast - adding blank pages - inserting pages from other documents - repeating and concatenating content - converting and inserting
page orientation - removing pages from a document - creating page groups - searching for page components - printing pages and managing page output   AutoPagex has been designed in such a way to avoid displaying unnecessary messages and prompts.   AutoPagex allows you to easily adjust the size and positioning of all text and graphics elements in
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System Requirements For AutoPageX Plug-in For Adobe Acrobat:

Supported OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 Processor: Intel Core i5-2500, AMD Phenom II X4 965, or equivalent Intel Core i5-2500, AMD Phenom II X4 965, or equivalent Memory: 3 GB of RAM 3 GB of RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 470 or ATI Radeon HD 4850, or equivalent Nvidia GeForce GTX 470 or ATI Radeon HD 4850, or equivalent DirectX: DirectX 11
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